A new classification system of patellar instability and patellar maltracking.
To date there is no classification of patellar dislocations considering clinical and radiological pathologies. As a result many studies mingle the dislocation's underlying pathologies, so that there are no consistent therapy recommendations. It is this article's objective to introduce a patellar dislocation classification based on the current literature to allow for the application of a structured diagnosis and treatment algorithm. The classification is based on instability criteria as well as on clinical and radiological analyses of maltracking and on loss of patellar tracking. There are five types of patellar instability and maltracking. The rare type 1 is a simple (traumatic) patellar dislocation without maltracking and instability with a low risk of redislocation. Type 2 has a high risk of redislocation after primary dislocation; there is no maltracking. Here, a stabilising operation (in most cases MPFL reconstruction) is indicated and sufficient. Type 3 shows both instability and maltracking. Maltracking is mainly caused by: (a) soft tissue contracture, (b) patella alta, (c) pathological tibial tuberosity-trochlea groove distance, (d) valgus deviations and (e) torsional deformities. Stabilisation by means of isolated MPFL reconstruction is not sufficient in these types and additional osseous corrective surgeries are required to achieve physiological patellar tracking and to prevent redislocation. Type 4 features a highly unstable "floating patella" with complete loss of tracking caused by severe trochlear dysplasia. Therapy of choice is trochleoplasty, and if necessary combined with bony and soft-tissue procedures. Type 5 shows a patellar maltracking without instability. Maltracking can only be fixed by means of corrective osteotomy. The classification is referenced to current literature and each type is introduced by a case example. The resulting treatment consequence is also presented.